2023 Nonprofit Board Fellows

Abigail Bok
Juntos

Aishwarya Heda
CARIE

Alexandra Cohen
Rebuilding Together Philadelphia

Alexis Arroyo
Children’s Crisis Treatment Center

Andrew Luongo
The Merchants Fund

Antonii Chu
Jounce Partners

Arthur Gosnell
SquashSmarts

Beau Parker
Habitat for Humanity

Benjamin Brody
Clean Air Council

Bhumi Batra
Rebuilding Together Philadelphia

Cam de Ry
The Philadelphia Orchestra and Kimmel Center Inc.

Chad Payne
The Waldorf School

Chelsea Huang
CARIE

Devang Toshniwal
Jounce Partners

Eleanor Goldsborough
The Merchants Fund

Emilee Liu
Overbrook School for the Blind

Evan Harkins
North Light Community Center

Gavin Fuller
Philadelphia Young Playwrights

Hoang Anh Dare
Habitat for Humanity

Ishika Rajan
Philadelphia Young Playwrights

Jasadha Raj
Beyond Literacy

Judson Woods
Students Run Philly

Julianne Akwari
North Light Community Center

Katherine Ericson
Bethesda Project

Kevin Nguyen
Community Partnership School

Krishan Shah
BalletX

Kunal Mehta
Overbrook School for the Blind

Lola Basabe
Women Against Abuse

Marisa Epstein
BalletX

Martina Song
Bethesda Project

Matthew Romano
Children’s Crisis Treatment Center

Meghana Pannala
The Waldorf School

Michael Evard-Vescio
Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Nidhi Singh
SquashSmarts

Mintai Bautista
Women Against Abuse

Moshe Emilio Lavi
Clean Air Council

Nancy Chen
Philadelphia Ballet

Neha Jain
Philadelphia Ballet

Rida Hassan
Community Partnership School

Sheila Oriano
Students Run Philly

Shubhranshu Dhar
The Philadelphia Orchestra and Kimmel Center Inc.

Ted Baumgardner
Beyond Literacy

Visaluk Utisayapongsa
Juntos

William Tunney
Mt. Airy CDC